
Staff Developer (2014 à)
Developed professional development
programme enabling for middle-level
university administrators for the
Association of Commonwealth
Universities with Dr Ian Willis of
University of Liverpool deliver in London
(2015) and Ibadan (2017). Accredited by
SEDA as Certificate in University
Administrative Practice. Delivered
Presentations at ACU Conferences in
2016 and 2018. In this programme I
encouraged delegates to develop
‘Solution-Focused’ cross-functional
small change projects in their
insitutions.

Living Theory AR Facilitator  (2020 
à)

In my role as President of the Action
Learning & Action Research
Association, Ghana I sought to equip
Teacher Educators in Ghana’s Colleges
of Education to embark on Living
Theory Action Research. I was able to
facilitate two highly appreciated
workshops, in Accra (18-19 Feb.
2020) and Assin Fosu (3-4 Mar. 2020)
Colleges of Education. A further
workshop was planned for Komeda
College of Education but this did not
materialise because of the Pandemic.
Visit
http://www.spanglefish.com/livingth
eoryresearchgathering/index.asp?pag
eid=710578 for more details

Distance Educator (2020 à)
On 15th March 2020 the Ghana
government ordered the closure of all
educational institutions in the wake of
the Pandemic. I felt a responsibility to
find ways to continue to support my
students in their learning and so I
began an action research initiative to
discover the best way to engage with
them. We found that WhatsApp
Messenger worked best for everyone. I
wrote a briefing paper on my action
research for my colleagues who later
adopted some of my practices as
institutional policy. The paper can be
accessed here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-
7gMtrOoTaQ6O9FX1Q_-
zrcU9Hh8Uxgn/view?usp=drivesdk.

Moral Theologian and 
Educator (1989 à)

Thirty years as moral
theologian and educator
developing my influence at
Ghana Christian University
College, Accra, Ghana,
through exploring virtue
theory, student learning and
formation through
experiential ‘critical incidents’
and classroom discussion of
critical issues such as peace.
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Abstract 
!
In! this! article! I! explain! how! I! introduced! experiential! learning!

into!my!Introductory!Christian!Ethics!course!through!the!use!of!

a! critical! incident! approach.! As! a! result! of! this! initiative! I!

influenced! my! students! to! develop! a! more! nuanced! and!

empathetic! approach! to! making! moral! judgements! and! in!

engaging!in!critical!reflection!upon!their!basic!moral!values.!

I! offer! an! evidence/based! explanation! of! my! educational!

influence! in!encouraging!and!enabling!my!students!to!develop!

competence! in! moral! judgment! and! action.! My! explanatory!

principles! in! my! living/educational/theory! include! my!

educational!influence!in!contributing!to!my!students'!reflection!

on! complex! real/life,! critical! incidents! that! have! served! as! a!

catalyst! to! promote! critical! reflection! on! their! fundamental!

values! or! moral! presuppositions! that! promoted! an! ‘ethics! of!

care’.!!
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 Just Peacemaking in the 
Classroom

Dr Brian K Jennings
Ghana Christian University College

Presentation given a the ‘Peace, Conflict and Pedagogy’ 
Conference at Liverpool Hope University on 2nd July 2019.
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Meeting expectations: The challenge of staff development with international collaborative partners
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Stewart, W. (2012) ‘Transforming a face-to-
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Dr Karen Smith is the Principal 
Lecturer in Collaborative Research 
and Development in the School 
of Education at the University of 
Hertfordshire
(k.smith27@herts.ac.uk; http://
go.herts.ac.uk/karen_smith).

and international offices, who 
will already be working with 
collaborative partners and might well 
be offering some staff development 
opportunities

�� VHH�WKDW�WKHUH�LV�VXIILFLHQW�UHVRXUFH�
in order to cover the additional 
workload – all too often, educational 
developers are given extra work 
responsibilities without extra 
resource

��HQVXUH�WKDW�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�IRU�
development are written into 
memoranda of agreement between 
partners (thus ensuring they are 
resourced, planned, and that 
there is clarity about the kind of 
development that is being offered 
and partner responsibilities)

�� ORRN�DW�WKH�OLWHUDWXUH�UHODWLQJ�WR�WKH�
experiences of flying faculty on 
transnational programmes, as this 
will be applicable for those who are 
involved in educational development 
activity overseas

�� VHH�WKDW�HGXFDWLRQDO�GHYHORSPHQW�
activities are not too UK or institution 
specific – the activities should 
recognise the different cultures 
within which the partners work

�� VHHN�RXW�ZD\V�WR�VKDUH�H[SHULHQFHV�
of working with partners more 
widely: through conferences, case 
studies, published evaluations and 
research.
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between the University of Glasgow’s 
School of Education, the Learning 
and Teaching Centre and the Hawler 
Medical University in Iraq saw the 
design of an educational development 
programme to support student-centred 
learning. It comprised seven days of 
face-to-face teaching in Iraq (delivered 
in two blocks, five months apart). 
During the interim period, students 
were supported at a distance through a 
virtual learning environment (Jordan et 
al., 2014). 

Whatever approach is adopted, 
however, the development 
opportunities need to be planned 
early into collaborative ventures and 
sufficient resources need to be set 
aside. 

Moving forwards
The expectation of appropriate 
qualification, support and 
development for all staff, as set 
out in the Chapter, might well 
lead higher education providers to 
look more carefully at how they 
work with collaborative partners in 
terms of the enhancement of their 
learning and teaching practice. This 
will have implications for the work 
of educational developers, who 
contribute greatly to work in this area 
within their institutions. If the volume 
of staff development work increases 
with collaborative partners (UK or 
international), educational developers 
should:

�� FRQVLGHU�KRZ�WKH\�ZRUN�ZLWK�WKHLU�
institutional quality, partnership 

The ACU African administrators project 
Ian Willis, University of Liverpool, and Brian Jennings, Ghana Christian University College, Accra 

In October 2014 Stephen Bostock posted on the SEDA listserv: 

 ‘Developing African university administrators

 This is a call for interest in helping to develop and 
deliver a professional development course for university 
administrators in Africa. This is a partnership between the 
Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU) and 
SEDA, in collaboration with a group of senior university 
staff from Nigeria, Kenya and Ghana.’

One year later a course has been developed and delivered, 
and our participants have delivered some impressive 
outcomes, changes to practice, in a short space of time. It 
will be accredited by SEDA in the New Year.

The initial impetus came from the ACU and SEDA’s 
realisation that the role of middle-level university 
administrators is often undervalued and they usually have 
little access to training opportunities, especially accredited 
training. They are frequently in a neglected position between 
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THE FUTURE IN 
THE MIDDLE
EMPOWERING MIDDLE LEVEL UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATORS TO DRIVE CHANGE THROUGH THE 
ACU CERTIFICATE IN UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATIVE 
PRACTICE
PRESENTATION MADE AT THE ACU HR IN HE COMMUNITY CONFERENCE: 
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